
PRICE:

€8.990 for up to 14 people with FACE Mental and 
FACE Sport Coach.

  Direct Contakt: 
face@klitschko-ventures.com

THE PACKAGE

1. Briefing session with the manager BEFORE the /FACE Team Day.
 Here, the team‘s situation is explained and the goal of the FACE Team Day is defined.

2. The /FACE Team Day.
 FACE Mental and FACE Sport Coach activate the team sustainably for more cohesion  
 and implementation power in accordance with the method, which can then be used   
 again and again by the team.

TEAM DAY
If we want to achieve something, we need the strength of our team. Our strong team. Very often, teams spend 
many days together without updating the common goal and their cooperation according to the situation.

Because of uniformity and habit, a team often loses motivation, flexibility and innovative strength, despite 
the demands of everyday working life. Openness and cohesion are increasingly lost. Team players become 
lone fighters. Implementation decreases.

THE GOAL

People overestimate what can be achieved in a year. But people underestimate what can be achieved 
in one day.

One day for a rebooted every team life. One day for a team master plan - for the collective and individual 
daily work routine. A day for cohesion and implementation energy. On this day, our FACE Mental Coach 
takes a bird‘s eye view with the team and the team leader to redefine cooperation in line with the 
common goal and individual priorities.

The simple methodical approach of FACE gives the FACE Team Day a clear structure and sustainable 
momentum - step by step. Various tools and FACE worksheets support the team. Our FACE Sport 
Coach activates the team both physically and mentally and strengthens the team spirit.

THE RESULT

/ The team knows its team master plan and goes back to everyday team life with a 
positively charged team spirit.

/ Everyone takes away personal impulses and contributes to the achievement of goals
 in everyday team life.

/ The shared focus on results immediately strengthens the team spirit and the team‘s 
energy for implementation.

  Inertia in the team? Lacking 
the power of implementation? 

  Creating a new mindset as a 
new manager?

Bringing a new team together?

A new transformation project?



Find all education formats at www.klitschko-ventures.com/education 

We also develop individual solutions for companies and 
organizations.

We move people to bring about transformation.

What is your challenge?

face@klitschko-ventures.com

Winterstr. 2, 22765 Hamburg
www.klitschko-ventures.com

THE CHALLENGE MINDSET FACTORY

FACE stands for Focus, Agility, Coordination, and Endurance – concentration, flexibility, co-

ordination, and perserverance. 

Former boxing world champion and company founder Dr. Wladimir Klitschko derived these four 

core competencies from his philosophy of success. Together with Tatjana Kiel, CEO of Klitschko 

Ventures, he has developed a four-step method for overcoming challenges in both the entrepre-

neurial and personal environment.

With the FACE the Challenge method, willpower is created, the strongest force in life.

THE PATH TO WILLPOWER
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